


Cool Water
The Collection for social media
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Cool Water collection by Diamnet has been created for social media
marketing, all rings are available in 9ct, 18ct and Platinum.

The stones are available in laboratory-grown diamonds and natural-
minded diamonds.

Each ring comes with images supplied in digital format ready for use in
all forms of digital marketing with price points designed to appeal on
Google shopping, Instagram and Facebook.

Prices start from £360 at retail.
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SIMPLE DESIGN WITH
CONSUMERS IN MIND FOR
DRIVING SALES
By Howard Levine - Diamnet



MARQUISE MULTI-DIAMOND
STACKABLE WEDDING RING
MAYA - 18B9G-Q001
This glistening, brightly polished diamond ring features a
marquise cut center stone in a raised claw setting alongside
glittering round brilliant cut accent stones, gracefully aligned
in a decadent row along the top. Reminiscent of sparkling ice
drops, this slender diamond wedding ring is perfect for any
day.

CLUSTER ASYMMETRICAL DIAMOND
RING
NATASHA - 16B5H-Q001
This shiny diamond ring features a glittering display of claw
set round brilliant cut diamonds in an artistic v-shape next to
the center bezel in an icy snowflake cluster. A diamond is
artistically claw set on the other side of this contemporary
diamond ring, elegantly placed on the ultra-slim band.

DIAMOND BAGUETTE SOLITAIRE
PROMISE STACKING RING
ELOISE - 15RNF-Q001
A shimmering baguette cut diamond solitaire sits elegantly
nestled on a slender band, amplifying its icy sheen against the
bright polished finish. Dainty in design and easy to mix and
match, pair this exquisite diamond ring with any wedding ring
or stacking band of your selection.

SNOWFLAKE CLUSTER ENGAGEMENT
RING
ADA - 57BCM-Q001
Elegantly simplistic in style and easy to pair with any wedding
band, celebrate your most momentous occasion with this
glistening diamond cluster engagement ring. A bevy of round
brilliant cut diamonds are claw set in an icy cluster high atop
a flat-edged band, giving this diamond ring a modern meets
timeless design.



DIAMOND BEZEL SOLITAIRE PROMISE
STACKING RING
JAYLA - 01B6D-Q001
This sleek diamond solitaire promise ring is finely crafted in a
bright polished finish, giving it a contemporary, effortless
appearance with smooth rounded edges. A glittering round
brilliant cut diamond sits encased in a raised bezel setting,
perfect for those who seek a distinctive design with luxurious
fire.

3-STONE BAGUETTE DIAMOND RING

LIA - 03B3P-Q001
Three icy baguette cut diamonds are beautifully claw set on
the top of this brightly polished diamond engagement or
anniversary ring, elegantly placed in a tiered setting that
amplifies their limitless shine. A rounded band with a smooth
interior provides all-day comfort to this past, present, and
future diamond ring.

MARQUISE DIAMOND BEZEL
SOLITAIRE ENGAGEMENT RING
NOVA - 18B4E-Q001
A glittering diamond takes center stage on this brightly
polished solitaire ring, gracefully laying flush inside a modern
bezel setting. This diamond solitaire engagement ring exudes
refreshingly contemporary and understated elegance, along
with leaving a lingering impression of timeless sophistication.

DIAMOND CLASSIC SOLITAIRE
ENGAGEMENT RING
BLANCA - 01B7F-Q001
A glistening diamond takes center stage on this striking
diamond solitaire engagement ring, perfect for those who
love a classic design. The smooth rounded edges of the band
showcase the diamond's icy sparkle, along with providing the
perfect pairing for any wedding band with its slender, clean
lines.



ASYMMETRICAL DIAMOND SOLITAIRE
RING
ALBA - 01B8D-Q001
Reminiscent of an icy droplet, a glistening round brilliant cut
diamond is artfully placed on one side of this brightly polished
solitaire ring, secured in a claw setting. Unique and
captivating, this modern diamond solitaire ring can be worn
on any finger with its dynamic asymmetrical shape.

CLUSTER BAGUETTE DIAMOND RING

HOLLY - 15RMF-Q001
Two snowflake clusters of round brilliant cut diamonds give
this brightly polished diamond ring show-stopping fire and
undeniable elegance. An icy baguette diamond shimmers in
the middle of this dainty diamond band, finishing the look of
this sleek and sophisticated style.

DIAMOND CHEVRON STACKING RING

LEILA – 01B1C
This diamond chevron ring features an asymmetrical shape,
glittering with a round brilliant cut diamond claw set on one
side resembling a sparkling raindrop. The flat edges of this
contemporary band allow it to lay flush against other rings on
one side or complement a solitaire ring with grace.

CLUSTER BAGUETTE DIAMOND RING

RILEY - 15RPF-Q001
Two snowflake clusters of round brilliant cut diamonds give
this brightly polished diamond ring show-stopping fire and
undeniable elegance. An icy baguette diamond shimmers in
the middle of this dainty diamond band, finishing the look of
this sleek and sophisticated style.


